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CRISPR is an adaptive bacterial 
immune system that defends bacteria 












Build the defense machine
Destroy the invader
CRISPR associated genes and 


















Type I Cas6 proteins process the pre-
crRNA into crRNAs.
• The Type I and Type IV CRISPR 
systems are similar &
• Type IV CRISPR systems have a cas6 
gene
The Type IV Cas6 protein likely 
processes CRISPR pre-crRNAs into 
smaller RNAs.
• The Type IV Cas6 processes pre-crRNAs into smaller RNAs
time





From a Type I CRISPR system
Thermus thermophilus Cas6
From a Type I CRISPR system
Mahella australiensis Cas6
From a Type IV CRISPR system
• Structural comparison with Type I Cas6 proteins reveals the Type IV Cas6 active site
Tyrosine 50 & 
Histidine 63
• The Type IV Cas6 cleaves the CRISPR repeat













EDTA: - - - -
Where does the Type IV 
Cas6 cleave the repeat?
Does Type IV pre-crRNA 
processing happen in vivo?
Characterize more Type IV Cas
proteins.
• The Type IV Cas6 protein does process the pre-crRNA during biogenesis.
• Jackson lab
• Emily Warner – purified MaCas6 and mutants
• Ryan Jackson – solved the structure of MaCas6
• Classification of CRISPR systems: Koonin, Makarova, & Zhang. 2017. Diversity, classification and evolution of CRISPR-Cas
systems. Current Opinion in Microbiology, 37:67-78.
• T. thermophilus Cas6 structure: Niewoehner, Jinek, & Doudna. 2014. Evolution of CRISPR RNA recognition and processing 
by Cas6 endonucleases. Nucleic Acids Research, 42(2):1341-1353. PDB: 4C8Z
• P. aeruginosa Cas6 structure: Haurwitz, Jinek, Wiedenheft, Zhou, & Doudna. 2010. Sequence- and structure-specific RNA 
processing by a CRISPR endonuclease. Science, 329(5997):1355-1358. PDB: 4AL5
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